Back-scattered surface waves can be migrated to detect nearsurface reflectors with steep dips. A robust surface-wave migration requires the prior separation of the back-scattered surface-wave events from the data. This separation is often difficult to implement because the back-scattered surface waves are masked by the incident surface waves. We mitigate this problem by using a super-virtual interferometric method to enhance and separate the back-scattered surface waves. The key idea is to calculate the virtual back-scattered surface waves by stacking the resulting virtual correlated and convolved traces associated with the incident and back-scattered waves. Stacking the virtual back-scattered surface waves improves their signal-to-noise ratio and separates the back-scattered surfacewaves from the incident field. Both synthetic and field data results validate the robustness of this method.
INTRODUCTION
The collision of propagating surface waves with a near-surface fault generates back-scattered surface-waves (BSWs), which can be migrated to detect near-surface faults (Yu et al., 2014) . A robust migration of BSWs requires the prior separation of the BSWs from the incident field. Such a separation is often difficult to implement because the BSWs are usually buried in other events. We mitigate this problem by using supervirtual interferometry to enhance and separate the BSW. The key idea is to create virtual CSGs dominated by BSWs by either cross-correlating or convolving the incident surface waves with the existing BSWs. Stacking the resulting super-virtual BSWs over different receivers improves their signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and separates the BSWs from other events in the data.
The next section presents the theory for the super-virtual interferometric separation of the back-scattered events from the incident surface waves. This theory is based on the reciprocity equations of correlation and convolution types and super-virtual interferometry (Bharadwaj et al., 2011) . The next section shows the numerical results with both synthetic data and field data. The synthetic data are generated for a 2D elastic model and the field data are for a seismic survey over a desert region with faults at the near surface. The final section presents conclusions.
THEORY
We assume surface waves G(g|s) contain incident surface waves G(g|s) inc and back-scattered surface waves G(g|s) back :
where G(g|s) represents the Green's function which is the verticalcomponent particle velocity of a surface wave with the virticalcomponent source at s and the receiver at g.
Sources are placed at s and s ′ , and one receiver is located at g on a land-recording line (Figure 1a ). The recording line is divided into three segments l 1 , l 2 and l 3 based on the positions of s and s ′ . The fault is assumed to be at the right of s ′ . The surface waves ignited by the source at s impinge on the fault, BSWs are generated and recorded at g.
For the case of the receiver on l 1 as shown in Figure 1b , the cross-correlation between the BSWs G(g|s) back and the inci- dent surface waves G(g|s ′ ) inc cancels the phase of their common raypath (Schuster, 2009 ) and gives the virtual BSWs from s to s ′ . The same virtual BSWs are given by all the receivers in l 1 , thus stacking will improve their SNR. This procedure is summarized as
where represents cross-correlation, k represents the wavenumber of the surface wave, the G(s ′ |s) back represents the stacked virtual trace. Equation 2 is approximately valid because the cross-correlation only cancels the phase of the common raypath, but does not consider the dispersion of the surface waves. In practice, a deconvolution can be applied to the virtual BSWs to remove the dispersion in the surface waves.
For the case of the receiver on l 2 in Figure 1c , the same procedure as the previous case is repeated to calculate and stack the virtual BSWs:
However, as shown in Figure 2 , when the fault is located between the two source positions s and s ′ , unphysical events are generated and enhanced by the cross-correlation and stacking in equations 2 and 3. These unphysical artifacts can be muted because they arrive earlier than the incident surface waves.
For the case of the receiver in l 3 as shown in Figure 1d , instead of cross-correlation, a convolution between the existing BSWs G(g|s) back and the incident surface waves G(g|s ′ ) inc Figure 2 : Illustration of the unphysical artifacts produced by the cross-correlations in equations 2 and 3. The dashed arrows represent the acausal raypaths.
elongates their virtual raypath (Schuster, 2009 ) and gives the virtual BSWs G(s ′ |s) back . As in the previous two cases, the virtual BSWs can be enhanced by the summation over all the receivers in l 3 . This procedure is embodied in the equation
where * represents convolution. Equation 4 will not produce the unphysical artifacts shown in Figure 2 .
Theoretically, equations 2-4 give the same virtual BSWs, and so stacking of the output virtual BSWs of equations 2-4 enhances the resulting SNR even more. The concatenation of correlation, stacking and convolution, and stacking is identical to that given for super-virtual interferometry (Bharadwaj et al., 2011 ) except now back-scattered surface waves are reinforced. The above procedure is a special case of super-virtual interferometry (Bharadwaj et al., 2011) , where the output traces are referred to as super-virtual traces.
The work flow is described as follows.
1. Mute the body waves, 2. Retain the incident surface waves and mute any other events,
Retain the BSWs and mute any other events,
4. Cross-correlate or convolve the incident surface waves with the existing BSWs and then stack the resulting virtual BSWs (equations 2-4).
In practice, steps 2 and 3 are optional, depending on the amplitudes of the incident and back-scattered surface waves. In most cases, strong incident surface waves are observed, and then step 2 can be skipped. If strong BSWs are observed, then step 3 can be skipped. Additionally, if steps 2 and 3 are implemented, the muting in these two steps does not need to be precise, but only requires an approximate removal of other events.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Synthetic data (Figure 3b ) are simulated by a 2D staggeredgrid finite-difference elastic method (Virieux, 1986 ) based on the shear-wave velocity model V s in Figure 3a . P-wave velocity is √ 3V s . A fault is located in the velocity model so that BSWs are observed in the data. Random noise with the same strength as the BSWs is added to the data (Figure 3c ). Incident surface waves are muted in Figure 3d , so that the traces in Figures  3c and 3d are used as the input G(g|s) back and G(g|s ′ ) inc in equations 2-4, respectively. Based on equations 2-4, the virtual back-scatterd surface waves are calculated by cross-correlation (Figure 3e ), convolution and stacking (Figure 3f ). The unphysical artifacts discussed in Figure 2 are observed in Figure 3e 
CONCLUSIONS
We show that the back-scattered surface waves can be enhanced and separated by a super-virtual interferometric method, which stacks the correlated and convolved traces associated with the incident surface waves and the existing back-scattered surface waves. This method is robust, easy to implement and not reliant on the velocity information. Both synthetic and field data results show the enhancement of the separation of the BSWs from other events. Our future research direction is to extend this method to a 3D exploration data for land environments.
